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Abstract— Early maladaptive schemas (EMSs) as key
structures in the development of psychopathology. The purpose
of current research was studying the role of EMSs as the
predictor of psychiatric symptoms including interpersonal
sensitivity, psychoticism, paranoia, and hostility in the murderers
jailed in Shiraz city. Methods: Eighty male jailed murderers were
selected at hand sampling method. To gather the data,
Demographic Questionnaire, Young Maladaptive Schemas
Questionnaire-Short Form (YSQ-SF) and Symptoms Checklist90-Revised (SCL-90-R)(questions related to the symptoms of
interpersonal sensitivity, psychoticism, paranoia, and hostility)
were used. For data analysis, statistical methods of one way
variance analysis (ANOVA), Pearson correlation and stepwise
multiple-variable regression were used. Results: Data analysis
using stepwise multiple-variable regression showed that strongest
predictor related to any of interpersonal sensitivity, psychoticism,
paranoia, hostility symptoms, listed respectively for these
symptoms, were schemas of subjugation, emotional inhibition,
entitlement/grandiosity , and emotional inhibition respectively.
Conclusions: As a whole, it is concluded that the EMSs can
predict psychiatric symptoms of interpersonal sensitivity,
psychoticism, paranoia, and hostility in the murderers.
Keywords— Early maladaptive schemas, psychiatric
symptoms, Murderers.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Knowing the character of a criminal, diagnosing the
antisocial behavior tendencies in human, and evaluating the
institutional factors of response to such a tendency and the
evolutionary process of it from potentiality to actuality,
evaluating of self-awareness and responsibility in perpetration
of the crime, and the role of the unconsciousness in the loss or
deterioration of criminal liability (retributive), are the
intellectual
concerns
of
researchers,
sociologists,
criminologists and psychologists [1]. So far, several studies
have been conducted on the relationship between creation and
cognition. EMSs are among important and new schemas that
deal with the study of cognitive processing style and its
influence on emotional processing in human being. EMSs are
cognitive, emotional and self-injurious patterns that are
formed in the mind of the person at the beginning of
development and are repeated throughout the life [2]. EMSs
are created due to negative experiences in childhood that affect
the style of thinking, feeling and behaviors of individuals in
the subsequent intimate relationships and other aspects of life.
EMSs fights for their existence [3] [4]. People tend to events
that are consistent with their schemas. Therefore, the schema's
changing is hard. These schemas turn back adult's life to
unwilling conditions of childhood as contradictory and
inevitable, which most of the time is harmful to patients.

EMSs at the deepest level of cognitive aspect usually operate
outside of consciousness. And psychologically make the
person vulnerable to the disturbances such as depression,
anxiety, dysfunctional relationships, drug addiction and
psychosomatic disorders. [4].
EMSs are caused as a result of failure to satisfy basic
emotional needs in childhood. The origin of this scheme
consists of five domains: 1) secure attachment to others, 2)
autonomy, competence and sense of identity, 3) freedom to
express needs and emotions, 4) game and spontaneity, and 5)
the reasonable constraints, self-control, early life experiences
(failure to satisfy basic needs, excessive satisfaction, and
assimilation with the wrong behavior of parents) and child
temperament (a set of child's behavioral characteristics which
are inherent and discriminating the personality of the child.
when schemas are activated can influence the perception of the
individual's reality and cognitive processing [4] [5].
At the present time, one of the important factors which is
considered and its effect on the crime rate has been proven, is
personality and mental state of offenders. Because in every
advanced society, crime prevention is considered as a goal,
experts of various fields of psychology, psychiatry, social
science, criminology, law and education are looking for a
detailed understanding of this problem and its causes and
means of prevention and containment [6].
According to initial description of Beck and Freeman [7]
of psychopathology, each of the mental disorders associated
with maladaptive schemas and habitual thought patterns are
very popular and versatile, which specify the type of
vulnerability to that disorder. EMSs as maladaptive cognitive
foundations influence on the perception of the phenomena and
the formation of schemas, and can create social and
psychological injuries; thus, the crime perpetration is one of
the major damages that is organized and formed based on
inefficient foundations [2]. Young [4] believes any of the
psychopathological symptoms is associated with one or more
of the EMSs. The study also mentioned that EMSs are
inefficient mechanisms that directly or indirectly lead to
psychological distress [8] [9].
Researchers have proven that EMSs associated with a wide
range of psychiatric diagnoses and psychosocial problems [10]
[11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [2], paranoid ideation [17],
personality disorders [18] [19], anger [20] [21] [22] and
interpersonal problems [23] [18] [19] [4] [3] [24]. According
to what was mentioned, EMSs can be the root of many mental
disorders; thus, the present study investigated the role of these
schemas as the predictor of interpersonal sensitivity,
psychoticism, paranoia, and hostility in the jailed murderers.
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Data analysis: In this study, to investigate the relationship
II.
METHODS
between EMSs and psychiatric symptoms, Pearson correlation
Participants: The present study was descriptive analysis was used. Also, to predict psychiatric symptoms
correlational. In this study, the examined population was all
(interpersonal sensitivity, psychoticism, paranoia, and
the murderers jailed in Fars province prison; these people are
hostility) based on EMSs, methods of analysis of one way
included in the category of intentional murder; and this study
variance (ANOVA) and stepwise multiple-variable regression
was conducted in a numbers of the prisons in the city of
were used.
Shiraz. In order to do so, 80 male jailed murderers were
Ethical issues: The study was conducted in according with
selected at hand sampling methods, who were tested using a
the 1989 revision of the Helsinki Declaration and was
Demographic Questionnaire, Young Maladaptive Schemas
approved by our institutional review board. And when
Questionnaire-Short Form (YSQ-SF) and Symptoms
collecting data through questionnaires given to participants
Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R)( questions related to the
(murderers), they were assured that all of their information
cited symptoms in this study).
will be held confidential with us and this will be done for
Instruments: In the present investigation, two tools have
research purposes.
been used to measure two variableS. The detailed description
III.
RESULTS
of these has given below.
Section-1: Table 1 shows the descriptive data of the
A. Schema Questionnaire-Short Form (SQ-SF):
The Schema Questionnaire–Short Form (SQ-SF) measures
studied group.
five domains containing 15 EMSs including: disconnection
and rejection (abandonment/instability, mistrust/abuse,
emotional
deprivation,
defectiveness/shame,
social
isolation/alienation), impaired autonomy and performance
(dependence / incompetence, vulnerability to harm or illness,
enmeshment/undeveloped self, failure), impaired limits
(entitlement/grandiosity,
insufficient
self-control/selfdiscipline), other-directedness (subjugation, self-sacrifice) and
over vigilance and inhibition (emotional inhibition,
unrelenting
standards/hyper
criticalness)[25]
[26].
Respondents are asked to rate statements on a six point likert
scale from „„completely untrue of me..to „„describes me
perfectly. The SQ-SF has in different studies shown adequate
Table 1: Basic descriptive characteristics of the study groups.
reliability, validity in predicting psychopathology, and factor
Note: N= 80
structure [27] [20] [17]. In Iran, Yousefi et al. [28] examined
Section-2: Correlation between EMSs with psychiatric
the validity and reliability of EMSs questionnaire on a sample
symptoms
of 579 people (in two stages of 394 and 185 people), and using
The results of Pearson correlation showed that between
split-half Cronbach's Alpha, the reliability for the whole
maladaptive schema of mistrust/abuse and symptom of
sample, females and males was reported as 0.91 and 0.86, 0.87
psychosis (p< 0.05); between schema of social
and 0.84, and 0.84 and 0.81 respectively. The calculated
isolation/alienation and symptoms of paranoid ideation (p<
Cronbach's Alpha for all factors was above 0.81, and it was
0.01), interpersonal sensitivity and psychotic (p< 0.05);
0.91 for the whole questionnaire. The highest and lowest
between schema of emotional inhibition and symptom of
Cronbach's Alpha was calculated for social isolation/alienation
psychoticism (p< 0.01); between schema of subjugation and
(a=0.91) and insufficient self- control/ self-discipline (a=0.81)
symptom of interpersonal sensitivity (p< 0.05); between
respectively. Convergent validity of the total scores of
schema of entitlement / grandiosity and symptoms of
questionnaire were assessed using measuring tools for
psychoticism and paranoid ideation(p< 0.05) there were
psychological helplessness, positive and negative emotions,
significant positive correlations (Table 2).
self-confidence, psychological vulnerability to depression,
symptoms of personality disorders, and SCL90; reported
correlation for these criteria was 0.37, 0.34, -0.40, -0.39, 0.35,
0.36, and 0.38 respectively.
B. Symptoms Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R):
SCL-90-R is a well-validated self-report questionnaire that
has been designed to reflect the psychological symptoms and
respondents completed on 3rd and 13th day's menstruation
cycles. SCL-90-R has been designed for those psychological
and somatic disorders which respondents experienced during
the last 7 days [29]. The items are divided into 9 subscales:
somatization, depression, anxiety, hostility, phobia,
interpersonal sensitivity, paranoia, obsessive-compulsive and
psychoticism. Respondents rated the 9 symptoms of distress
on a 5-point likert scale (0=" not at all" to 4="extreme"). SCL90-R also has 3 global indexes: 1) The global severity index
(GSI) 2); the positive symptom total (PST) 3); the positive
symptom distress index (PSDI) [30]. The Iranian version of
SCL-90 has been validated in several studies. Mirzai et al. [31]
estimated its validity to be about 0.97; and its sensitivity,
specificity and reliability were: 0.94, 0.98 and 0.96
respectively. In this study, we have examined only the
symptoms of interpersonal sensitivity, psychoticism, paranoia,
Table 2: Correlation between EMSs with psychiatric symptoms.
and hostility.
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Note: N= 80; PS: psychiatric symptoms; IS: interpersonal
the variance in somatization symptom (p<0.001, F2,73 =7.56,
sensitivity; Ps: psychoticism; PI: paranoid ideation; Ho:
R2= 17%)( Table4).
hostility *p<0.05 **p< 0.01.
3-2. The results of the stepwise multiple-variable
regression analysis showed that for explaining interpersonal
Section-3: The stepwise multiple regression analysis for
sensitivity symptom, the maladaptive schemas of subjugation
the psychiatric symptoms
(step 1)(p<0.001, T=2.45, Beta= 0.27, R2=11%),
The results of analysis of one way variance (ANOVA)
enmeshment/undeveloped
-self
as
reversely
(step
indicated that the whole of regression models were significant
2)(p<0.01,T= -2.69, Beta= - 0.35, R2=5%), and unrelenting
for explaining interpersonal sensitivity symptom, (p< 0.01),
standards/hyper criticalness as reversely (step 3) (p<0.05, T= psychoticism symptom (p< 0.01), paranoid ideation symptom
2.01, Beta= - 0.23, R2=5%) respectivly predict 20% of the
(p< 0.01), and hostility symptom (p< 0.01), (Table 3).
variance in interpersonal sensitivity (p<0.01, F3,74 =6.11, R2=
20%)(Table4).
3-3. The results showed that for explaining psychoticism
symptom, the maladaptive schema of emotional inhibition
predicts 10% of the variance in psychoticism symptom (step 1)
(p<0.05, T= 2.81, Beta= 0.31, F3,74 =7.88, R2=
10%)(Table4).
3-4. The results showed that for explaining paranoid
ideation
symptom,
the
maladaptive
schemas
of
entitlement/grandiosity (step 1)(p<0.01, T=2.59، Beta= 0.29,
R2= 8%), and self-sacrifice as reversely (step 2) (p<0.05, T =2.12, Beta= - 0.24, R2= 6%) respectivly predict 14% of the
variance in paranoid ideation in the murderers (p<0.01, F2,71
=5.75, R2= 14%)(Table 4).
Table 3: Indices one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
3-5. The results showed that for explaining hostility symptom,
determine the significance of the whole of regression model of
the maladaptive schemas of emotional inhibition(step 1)
psychiatric symptoms.
(p<0.01, T=2.02, Beta= 0.23, R2= 10%), and unrelenting
Note: N= 80 * p< 0.01.
standards/hyper criticalness variance as reversely(step
3-1. The results of the stepwise multiple-variable
2)(p<0.01, T -=2.65, Beta= -0.32, R2= 6%) respectivly predict
regression analysis showed that for explaining somatization
16% of the variance in hostility in the murderers (p<0.01,
symptom, the maladaptive schemas of social isolation /
F2,73 =5.71, R2= 16%)(Table 4).
alienation(p<0.01, T=3.27, Beta= 0.35, R2= 13%), and
unrelenting standards/hyper criticalness as reversely(p<0.05, T
- =2.02, Beta = - 0.21, R2= 4%) respectivly predict 17% of
Predictive
B
SD
Beta
R2
F
T
P
variable
Step1
Su
0.32
0.13
0.27
0.11 6.01
2.45
0.001***
Step2
EU
-0.36
0.13
-0.35
0.16 6.87 -2.69
0.009**
Step3
UH
-0.21
0.10
-0.23
0.20 6.11 -2.01
0.04*
Psychoticism
Step1
EI
0.43
0.15
0.31
0.10 7.88
2.81
0.006**
Paranoid ideation
Step1
EG
0.28
0.11
0.29
0.08 6.69
2.59
0.01**
Step2
Ss
-0.22
0.10
-0.24
0.14 5.75 -2.12
0.03*
Hostility
Step1
EI
0.24
0.12
0.23
0.10 4.06
2.02
0.002**
Step2
UH
-0.26
0.10
-0.32
0.16 5.41 -2.65
0.01**
Table 4: Index of the stepwise multiple regression analysis for the psychiatric symptoms.
Note: N= 80; EU: enmeshment/undeveloped self; Su: subjugation; Ss: self-sacrifice EI: emotional inhibition; UH: unrelenting
standards/hyper criticalness; EG: entitlement/grandiosity
***p<0.001
** p< 0.01
* p< 0.05.
Criterion
variable
Interpersonal
sensitivity

IV.
DISCUSSION
The EMSs as cognitive substructures lead to the creation of
irrational beliefs. Schemas contain cognitive, emotional and
behavioral elements. When EMSs are activated, levels of
emotion are spread, and directly or indirectly lead to various
forms of psychological distress such as depression, anxiety,
occupational disability, substance abuse, interpersonal conflict
and etc. The purpose of current research was to study of the
role of EMSs as the predictors of interpersonal sensitivity,
psychoticism, paranoia, and hostility in the jailed murderers.
The results showed that there are significant relationships
between some of the EMSs and psychiatric symptoms. These
results are consistent with the previous findings [10] [11] [12]
[13] [14] [15] [16] [2] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [4] [2]
[24] [3] [7] [8] [9].
The EMSs as cognitive substructures lead to the creation of
irrational beliefs. Schemas contain cognitive, emotional and
behavioral elements. EMSs operate on the deepest level of
cognition, usually outside of awareness, and make the

individual psychologically vulnerable to develop depression,
anxiety, dysfunctional relationships, addiction, childhood
trauma, social phobia, substance abuse, eating disorders,
Personality disorders, mental disorders, panic disorder with
agoraphobia and psychosomatic disorders [4] [2]. According
to initial description of Beck and Freeman [7] of
psychopathology, each of the mental disorders associated with
maladaptive schemas and habitual thought patterns are very
popular and versatile, which specify the type of vulnerability
to that disorder. EMSs as maladaptive cognitive foundations
influence on the perception of the phenomena and the
formation of schemas, and can create social and psychological
injuries; thus, the crime perpetration is one of the major
damages that is organized and formed based on inefficient
foundations [2]. Young [4] believes any of the
psychopathological symptoms is associated with one or more
of the EMSs [32]. The study also mentioned that EMSs are
inefficient mechanisms that directly or indirectly lead to
psychological distress [8]. EMSs represent the core beliefs
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nonclinical population. Iranian Journal of new cognitive
(unconditional defaults) on self and others, and divert
sciences 10: 49-59.
processing of external information to an inefficient direction;
[17]
Welburn K, Coristine M, Dagg P, Pontefract A, Jordan S
Thus, they influence interpersonal relationships and self(2002). The schema questionnaire short form: Factor analysis
perceptions [4] [33].
and relationship between schemas and symptoms. Cognitive
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